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Assessment Criteria  
 

Evidence  and comment R S G E 

Please comment against assessment criteria 

Unit 7 

1.1 Analyse the 
requirements and 
parameters of a time-
based problem in art 
& design. 

Possible Evidence: Mood board/ ideas sheet, Notes and 
annotations of exploration tests comparing results, Research 
analysis of the use of techniques from other photographers. 
I feel that in terms of planning my final movie I managed to 
get a lot of things that I needed in order to start planning 
and to help develop. When doing this research and planning 
I looked at a number of different videos that people had 
previously created and I commented and analysed them and 
this helped me to understand the requirements of the 
project. 

  - 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

 

1.2 Apply research 
activities to support 
solutions to a time-
based problem in art 
& design. 

Possible Evidence: Plans evidencing discussion of findings 
from experiments and photographer/ technical research, 
Evidence of application of findings from experiments and 
research to outcomes. I feel that this part of the project 
went ok for me I sometimes added research that I had found 
to my plan to help back up my ideas and support my 
descions, however I feel that I could have added my research 
in a bit more so that I could support my plan better. 

  - 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

 

2.1 Demonstrate the 
ability to plan, 
organise and prepare 
solutions to a time-
based problem in art 
& design. 

Possible Evidence: Plans for all individual outcomes, Proposal 
for final advert outcome outlining decisions and 
requirements. I feel that the planning of my movies went 
really well as I managed to cover all the points that were 
given to us and I feel that I went into enough detail in each 
one to produce a well thought out and detailed plan which 
meant that I had enough detail and planning that I could 
refer to throughout the project if I ever got stuck or I needed 
to be reminded of certain elements. 

  - 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

 

2.2 Apply practical skills, 
understanding and 
methods to solve 
time-based problems 
in art & design. 

Possible Evidence: Contact sheets, Best Photographs, Stop 
motion animations, Time lapse videos, Final advert outcome. 
I feel that I applied my practical skills really well to the 
project as I managed to make good contact sheets which 
showed all of my practical work and I also managed to 
develop my skills in using editing software especially premier 
pro. 

   - 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 



3.1 Analyse the 
effectiveness of 
solutions to time-
based problems in art 
& design 

Possible Evidence: Evaluations and annotations comparing 
research, experiments and results discussing suitability and 
success, Project evaluations discussing own decisions, 
processes and overall success of outcomes. I think that my 
evaluation and analysing throughout this project is very good 
as it meant that I could go into a lot of detail when it came to 
showing my ideas and my final work. I feel that when I 
analysed I went into as much detail as possible and that I 
managed to go over every point in as much detail as possible 
to be able to evaluate my work properly. 

  - 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

 

 
 

Overall Comments  

 

Review -  progress and achievement 
I feel that I have achieved a lot throughout this project and I have definitely progressed from 
not knowing much about stop motion and editing and creating one to knowing exactly how 
to research and evaluate them and also how to plan and create my own one myself using the 
researched that I have found to support it and to help back up my ideas and to support things 
in my proposals and my evaluation. I was very happy that I managed to achieve what was 
given to me in the brief which was to create a stop motion or time lapse movie that 
advertises something and it 90 seconds long. 
Reflect -  skills, knowledge and understanding  
I feel that I have developed my skills in editing and research aw we have had to go into so 
much depth to be able to understand what we actually had to do and create and we also had 
to do a lot of research in order to know what to plan and it would also help us to create our 
ideas and make them more efficient and more understandable to others. I feel that I have a 
better ability to plan things than I did at the start of this project because I have used research 
and gone into detail with things and this has made my planning skills a lot better than before 
I started this project. In this part of the project I have also had to use premier pro a lot more 
and in this project I was also introduced to this program in this project which meant that in 
the beginning I didn’t know how to use the software and I had absolutely no idea what it was 
and what it did. But as the project has gone on I have felt that I have had a lot more time to 
get to know the software properly and learn what it actually does and how it works. I feel 
that I know a lot more about it and it is a lot easier to use than in the beginning. 
Self-Assess - Strengths and areas for improvement 
I think that my strengths in this project are that I was able to edit and complete everything 
that was in the project in the time I was given so this means that my organisation and time 
keeping skills in this project have definitely stayed efficient and they have managed to get me 
through the whole project without missing deadlines and not having everything handed in on 
time. I also think that they way I write evaluations and how I got into detail with things has 
improved as I have learnt different ways to describe things and different ways to go into 
detail with things as the project has gone on and this has made my evaluation skills a lot 
better. I feel that an area for improvement in this project has to be the way that I shoot as I 
feel that my shoot was very rushed and in order to make the pictures better and to make sure 
I had everything that I needed I could have spent a bit more time in the studio in order to 
make sure everything I needed was ok and was there. 
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